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Starting in October 2021, the Malaysian Nature Society Selangor 
Branch is proud to present the new Entomology Special Interest 
Group (SIG), with Roy Kittrell as head.

The MNS Selangor Branch Entomology Special Interest Group 
mission statement:

The focus and purpose of the SIG is as follows:
- To raise public awareness of arthropods and invertebrates;
- To present and encourage a positive view of this misunderstood 
group of animals;
- To help Malaysians understand and appreciate their rich natural 
heritage; and
- To showcase the beauty and complexity of these amazing 
creatures and their place in the natural world.

Introducing MNS Selangor Branch's Entomology SIG and its Coordinator, 
Roy Kittrell

Continued on next page…
Atlas Beetle (Photo by Roy Kittrell)

http://www.mns.my/
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… Continued from previous page.

Roy Kittrell is a geologist in the petroleum industry based in Kuala Lumpur, 
and is an avid naturalist and nature photographer. His specialisation is in macro 
photography, focused on the spectacular diversity of insects, spiders and other 
arthropods across Malaysia.

Wallace Frog and Roy Kittrell

Trilobite Beetle (Photo by Roy Kittrell)
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Science Film Festival 2021
The Science Film Festival is back! The festival is a celebration of 
science communication in Southeast Asia, South Asia, Africa, the 
Middle East and Latin America. The festival is marking its’ 11th 
anniversary in Malaysia this year. In cooperation with Malaysian 
partners, including the Malaysian Nature Society, the festival 
promotes science literacy and facilitates awareness of contemporary 
scientif ic,  technological  and environmental  issues through 
international films with accompanying educational activities for all age 
groups.

In the context and aftermath of the COVID-19 pandemic, health and 
mental well-being, are now, more important than ever. That is why 
bringing these issues out into the open especially at this time is so 
important and why the Science Film Festival turns its focus on health 
and mental health in 2021. 

In light of the COVID-19 pandemic, screenings will only take place 
virtually this year. The Malaysian selection of the Science Film Festival 
2021 has therefore been made available online. A total of 38 Science 
Edutainment Films divided into different age groups will be available 
for online screening from 01 October to 20 December 2021.

To receive the link to the films and the password that enables you to 
s t re a m  t h e  f i l m s  f re e  o f  c h a rg e ,  yo u  m ay  re g i s te r  h e re :  
https://www.goethe.de/ins/my/en/kul/sup/sff/sff.html

Click here to find various science education activity materials related 
to the films selection and more information about Science Film 
Festival 2021: https://www.goethe.de/ins/my/en/kul/sup/sff.html

… Continued from previous page.
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CARBON CAPTURE AND STORAGE TECHNOLOGY 
– QUICK FACTS
Compiled & edited by Wong Ee Lynn 

What is Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS)?

CCS, as the technology is known, is designed to strip out carbon 
dioxide from the exhaust gases of industrial processes. These include 
gas and coal-fired electricity generating plants, steel-making, and 
industries including the conversion of natural gas to hydrogen, so that 
the gas can then be re-classified as a clean fuel.

The CO2 that is removed is converted into a liquid and pumped 
underground into geological formations that can be sealed for 
generations to prevent the carbon escaping back into the atmosphere.

While trees and other plants can remove some carbon dioxide from 
the atmosphere, most climate change experts agree we can’t plant 
enough, fast enough, to do the job alone.

Carbon capture technology has been around for decades, and is used 
to strip carbon out of factory emissions as well as remove carbon 
that’s already in the air.

What is claimed by the carbon capture industry

Carbon capture, use, and storage technologies can capture more than 
90% of carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions from power plants and 
industrial facilities.

Captured carbon dioxide can be put to productive use in enhanced oil 
recovery and the manufacture of fuels, building materials, and more, 
or be stored in underground geologic formations.

26 commercial-scale carbon capture projects are operating around the 
world with 21 more in early development and 13 in advanced 
development reaching front end engineering design (FEED).

Carbon capture can achieve 14% of the global greenhouse gas 
emissions reductions needed by 2050 and is viewed as the only 
practical way to achieve deep decarbonization in the industrial sector.

If it is such a brilliant solution to Climate Change, 
why isn’t it being done more?

The technology exists to capture carbon and there is a grave need for 
climate change to be mitigated. So why isn’t it being used everywhere 
already?

The problem is economics. “It’s cheaper to put [carbon dioxide] in the 
atmosphere. It is cheaper to let it go up the smokestack than put this 
chemical plant on the back of the smokestack to remove it,” says 
Howard Herzog, a senior research engineer at the MIT Energy 
Initiative and author of the book “Carbon Capture,”. “Who is going to 
pay for that?” 

To change that reality, there must be economic costs to releasing 
carbon dioxide pollution into the atmosphere.

The other problem lies in a behavioural economics problem that 
differentiates this industry from solar power, electric cars and other 
profitable tech sectors, said Gregory Nemet, professor of public affairs 
at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. Namely: There’s not really 

Continued on next page…

GREEN LIVING COLUMN
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GREEN LIVING COLUMN… Continued from previous page.

any reason to pay for CCS other than combating climate change. Turns 
out that saving the world, on its own, isn’t necessarily a good enough 
reason to save the world.

Carbon capture and storage works, essentially, because chemistry is 
nifty. There are many different ways to pull carbon dioxide out of the 
air or a column of factory smoke, but all methods are based on the 
principle that CO2 sticks to certain chemicals. So, for example, a coal-
fired power plant in Saskatchewan, Canada, takes the mixture of 
water vapour and gas left over after coal is burned and bubbles it up 
through a liquid that contains several chemicals related to ammonia. 
The CO2 clings to the liquid solution and the rest of the gases keep on 
rising up and out of the power plant smokestack. Heating the solution 
frees the CO2 molecules, which are then trapped and compressed in 
tanks. The liquid can be reused.

This process takes a lot of equipment. It takes energy to heat the 
liquid and compress the CO2, and that means the power plant has to 
burn more coal and produce more power than it did before. But while 
those facts mean carbon capture isn’t cheap, it’s also a pretty well-
understood technology. The scrubbing process used at that Canadian 
power plant is cutting edge, in terms of reducing CO2 emissions, but 
it ’s old tech. The fossil fuel industry has been using the same 
process since the 1930s to improve the quality of natural gas. The 
main difference between the older process and the modern 
application is that the captured CO2 t is meant to be squirreled away 
indefinitely, where it can’t ever reach the atmosphere.

Other climate-adjacent industries, such as electric vehicles and solar 
photovoltaics, have grown rapidly in the past decade. But Dan Lashof, 
U.S. director of the nonprofit World Resources Institute, pointed out 
the other industries offer benefits outside of their climate impact. 
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“Solar is generating electricity you can sell. Electric cars are really fun 
and fast and you don’t have to go to the gas station. There’s a market 
for that independent of climate benefits,” he said.

Worse, CCS has become a licence for companies and states to ramp up 
emissions. As such, carbon capture and storage will never be a ‘zero-
emissions’ solution, particularly where it’s attached to highly-polluting 
coal and gas projects. Around the world, CCS projects are being built 
to enhance oil and gas production, not reduce emissions. In Australia, 
the coal and gas industry is pushing for CCS so it has a licence to keep 
its polluting projects going, not because it wants to cut emissions. 

81% of the carbon captured to date has been used to extract more oil 
from existing wells by pumping the captured carbon into the ground 
to force more oil out. This means that captured carbon is being used 
to extract oil that would otherwise have had to be left in the ground.

A report from Friends of the Earth Scotland and Global Witness, 
commissioned by the two groups from researchers at the UK’s Tyndall 
Centre for Climate Change Research, also makes clear that the 
technology has not lived up to expectations. Instead of capturing up to 
95% of the carbon from any industrial process, rates have been as low 
as 65% when they begin and have only gradually improved.

A Policy Change is Needed

Friends of the Earth and Global Witness say that because of the clear 
failure of the technology to live up to expectations there should be a 
change of emphasis by governments. Policy should be directed 
towards renewables, particularly solar, onshore and offshore wind, 
because they have by contrast exceeded all targets in both cost and 
deployment and provide real hope of solving the carbon dioxide 
problem. Continued on next page…
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GREEN LIVING COLUMN… Continued from previous page.

These now proven renewable technologies, plus battery and other 
storage ideas and a much-needed energy efficiency drive, will deliver 
carbon reductions far more quickly and cheaply, the writers say.

The two organisations add: “It is the cumulative emissions from each 
year between now and 2030 that will determine whether we are to 
achieve the Paris 1.5°C goal. With carbon budgets increasingly 
constrained, the report shows that we cannot expect carbon capture 
and storage to make a meaningful contribution to 2030 climate 
targets.

“In this context, fossil fuel CCS is a distraction from the growth of 
renewable energy, storage and energy efficiency that will be critical to 
rapidly reducing emissions over the next decade.” 

(Sources:
https://www.c2es.org/content/carbon-capture/
https://www.eco-business.com/news/carbon-capture-and-storage-
wont-work-critics-say/
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/01/31/carbon-capture-technology.html
https://fivethirtyeight.com/features/why-carbon-capture-hasnt-
saved-us-from-climate-change-yet/
https://www.climatecouncil.org.au/resources/what-is-carbon-
capture-and-storage/ )

6
Photo by Ave Calvar Martinez from Pexels
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ECO 
KIDS
By Ng Zhang Hui

The Eco Kids are back!

ECO KIDS COLUMN

8Continued on next page…
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ECO KIDS COLUMN

9Continued on next page…

… Continued from previous page.
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ECO KIDS COLUMN

10Continued on next page…

… Continued from previous page.
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ECO KIDS COLUMN… Continued from previous page.
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Ethel’s Favorite Thrift Stores
1. Jalan Jalan Japan
 https://www.jalanjalanjapan.com.my/
 
2. 2nd Street
https://www.instagram.com/2ndstreet_malaysia/?hl=en

https://www.jalanjalanjapan.com.my/
https://www.instagram.com/2ndstreet_malaysia/?hl=en
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November 2021

The SS3 Creative Hub & Community Toy Library is a non-
governmental charitable organisation set up for the benefit of 
families, children, and NGOs. It is located in a child- and family-
friendly bungalow with indoor and outdoor play spaces and a 
garden in which families can learn to grow edible plants and 
native pollinator plants. The Toy Library accepts donations of 
toys, games, children’s furniture (bookcases, tables, and chairs) 
and children’s books, and thus this stops resources from being 
discarded or landfilled. 

For this Visit-and-Volunteer Session, we welcome both 
volunteers to participate in in-person activities on the day itself, 
and volunteers who can help us grow vegetables and young 
plants to be transplanted into the garden and/or who can 
collect, clean, and sort preloved toys and children’s books to be 
donated to the Toy Library. 

Open to both MNS members and non-members. We will be 
accepting only 15 volunteers on the day itself in order to comply 
with Covid-19 SOPs. Volunteers are required to keep their face 
masks on and check in using the MySejahtera app. Volunteers 
will work in small, physically-distanced teams in different parts 
of the building and garden. Continued on next page…

Date: Saturday, 6th November 2021.
Time: 10 a.m. – 1.00 p.m.
Location: SS3 Creative Hub & Community Toy Library, 2 
Jalan SS3/52, 47300 Petaling Jaya. (Directions and more 
information here: https://www.facebook.com/SS3-
C r e a t i v e - H u b - C o m m u n i t y - T o y - L i b r a r y -
108718867593237) 

No participation cost, but volunteers are encouraged to 
bring a light refreshment to share with other volunteers. 
Those bringing plants are encouraged to bring their own 
spades, gardening gloves, and gardening tools. 

GREEN LIVING ACTIVITY ANNOUNCEMENT

VISIT-AND-VOLUNTEER SESSION AT THE SS3 PJ CREATIVE HUB AND COMMUNITY TOY 
LIBRARY
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Itinerary:
10 a.m. – Briefing, meeting the Founder and other volunteers 
of the Hub, tour of the Hub. 

10.30 a.m. – Division of duties. The Toy and Book cleaning / 
repair / sorting teams will work indoors. The gardening team 
will work outdoors. 

12.30 p.m. – Tidy up and regroup. Light refreshments will be 
served. Volunteers who wish to return to help with specific 
tasks can sign up with the Hub’s volunteer coordinator. 

GREEN LIVING ACTIVITY ANNOUNCEMENT

VISIT-AND-VOLUNTEER SESSION AT THE SS3 PJ CREATIVE HUB AND COMMUNITY TOY 
LIBRARY

To sign up as a volunteer ,  please email  Ee Lynn at 
wongeelynn@yahoo.com and let us know:
• Your name
• Email address/phone number
• Whether you will be volunteering in person, and if so, all 
the names of the volunteers who will be joining you.
• If you will be contributing toys/books/furniture/plants. If 
you are unable to participate on the day itself, we will make 
arrangements to pick up the plants and other contributions 
from you. Plants should ideally be already alive and 
growing and not merely seeds. Donations of potted plants 
are accepted. Please ensure all toys are unbroken, intact, 
and clean. Games and puzzles should have no missing 
pieces. Furniture should be in good repair. Books should 
not be torn or badly scribbled on. Used colouring books, 
activity books,  notebooks,  exercise books,  school 
textbooks, scrapbooks, and damaged art/writing supplies 
will not be accepted. 
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Join us in cleaning up the Bagan Lalang beach after months 
of lockdown!

Date: 27 November 2021
Time: 09:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.
Venue: Bagan Lalang Beach (nearby Tanjung Sepat). 
Meeting point: Bagan Lalang Signboard (see pic).
Fee: Free of charge
Please sign up at: 
https://forms.gle/ZBZdGAhmuopkZZth8
Or Whatsapp your details to Green Living Coordinator Ee 
Lynn at 0132286812 

Please wear comfortable clothes and footwear and ensure 
you have a face mask on when gathering or regrouping with 
other people. 
To bring:
Sunblock and/or a sunhat; 
Drinking water and refreshments;
Litter-picking tongs / grabbers if you have one;
Cotton gardening gloves if you have a pair. 

Green Living SIG will sponsor the rubbish collection 
sacks and some of the tools and gardening gloves. 

About Circular Future:
Circular Future is a Malaysian youth-led campaign under 
the Action Not Excuses global environmental campaign 
by Raleigh International. The campaign aims to upcycle 
plastic waste into affordable 3D-printed prosthetics for 
amputees from an underprivileged background. This 
campaign also aims to empower the younger generation 
for  address ing issues related to environmental 
sustainability.

GREEN LIVING VIRTUAL CONTEST

CIRCULAR FUTURE & MNS GREEN LIVING JOINT EVENT – BEACH CLEANUP
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Have you been practicing the 3Rs (Reducing, Reusing, and 
Recycling) during the pandemic? Have you managed to stick 
to your guns about going zero-waste, or at least generating 
as little waste as possible? We want to hear all about it! 
Share a photo and a short description of your pandemic 
zero-waste efforts. You can send it to us via any of these 3 
methods:
1. Email it to us at wongeelynn@yahoo.com and put “My 

Pandemic Zero-Waste Efforts” in the subject line; or
2. Share it on Instagram and tag @mns_greenliving and 

use the hashtag #mypandemiczerowasteefforts; or
3. Join the MNS Green Living – Selangor Branch group on 

Facebook. When this contest is announced, post your 
picture and caption in the comment thread.

The top 5 photo submissions ( judged by qual ity of 
submission, originality of idea, and variety and impact of 
zero-waste efforts) will be featured in MNS Green Living’s 
Facebook group, Instagram account, and the next Pencinta 
Alam Green Living Column. Winners will each receive a set 
of 2 Green Living t-shirts.

Terms and Conditions:
1. Winners must have a postal address in Peninsular 

Malaysia to be eligible for a prize.
2. Submissions must be received by 31 DECEMBER 

2021.
3. The panel of judges have the prerogative of 

increasing the number of winners and/or delivering 
the prizes to any selected winner outside of 
Peninsular  Malays ia ,  a l though this  i s  not  a 
guarantee.

GREEN LIVING VIRTUAL CONTEST

VIRTUAL CONTEST: MY PANDEMIC ZERO-WASTE EFFORTS; EXTENDED TO 31 
DECEMBER 2021!
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We PLANT 4U

Mangrove eco-system is well known for its ability to 
absorb more carbon dioxide. With 10 acres of land 
at Kuala Selangor Nature Park (KSNP), more than 
40,000 mangroves can be planted. This initiative 
would GREATLY help in reducing carbon emissions!

Contribution amount:
- Adult: RM40 per sapling
- Student: RM25 per sapling

How can you be part of this?
- Bank in to Malaysian Nature Society (Maybank 

012138304679, Remark: P4U)
- Do WhatsApp 016-3486345 to collect your tax 

deductible receipts. ( https://wa.link/6yjp3i  )

Note: 
1. Signage in your name, organisation or individual, 
will be erected for contributions of minimum 100 
saplings.
2. Tax deductible receipts can be given for company 
(RM1000) and individuals (RM200).

What are you waiting for? Lets take action 
TOGETHER!

https://wa.link/6yjp3i
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Kuala Selangor Nature Park, a public park managed by 
Malaysian Nature Society (MNS), has been affected by the 
reimplementation of Conditional Movement Control Order 
(CMCO). All services and facilities are currently suspended - 
no walk-in visitors, activities nor overnight sleeps are allowed 
during this period. We strive to ensure the health and safety 
of our visitors, employees and volunteers.
The establishment of the park is one of MNS’s effort to 
ensure overall balance between ecosystem, safety, livelihood 
and food chain (seafood supply for humans and animals 
alike).
As we are continuously forced to remain closed, we still 
never cease to work towards the productivity, safety, 
conservation and improvement of the park. Therefore, we 
seek your sincere thoughts to help us in maintaining our 
flora and fauna through the following activities:
“Donate & Stay” - once the CMCO is lifted, you are entitled 
for an overnight stay and free activities (Upon bookings and 
availability up until end of December 2021).
“Do the Deed” – we will plant the trees on your behalf. 
Your  contr ibut ion matters  and we appreciate your 
generosity. You may visit our webpage or follow us through 
our FB and IG page for more information.

DONATE ‘N’ STAY 
at Kuala Selangor Nature Park
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Podcasts/Videos related to Malaysian Nature Society

MNS MEMBERS PIX TALK WITH GUEST  
MICHAEL PLASCOW

YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HeG5_m8eSyw

Michael Plascow presents his adventure of a lifetime journey to the 
Antarctica on the exploratory cruise boat, the Moroni.

Michael will enthrall you with his pictorial tales of his fascinating 
encounters with the Gentoo Penguins, Weddell Seal (as pictured in 
the post) and the diversity of wildlife there. Sit back and armchair 
travel with Michael as he talks about the fragility of the environment 
there with an array of awesome images to the bottom of the earth!

About MNS NATUREGRAPHER
(MNS Selangor Branch Photo Group) 

Interviews,  talks,  presentations on Malaysia's  nature and 
photography. 
Website : http://mnsphotogroup.org/

Facebook : https://www.facebook.com/groups/mnsphotogroup/
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/mnsphotogroup 
Youtube  : https://www.youtube.com/channel/UClvrh8WJrDKG8Uo-
c6PfuMQ/videos 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ihphaTBd_vQ
http://mnsphotogroup.org/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/mnsphotogroup/
https://www.instagram.com/mnsphotogroup
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UClvrh8WJrDKG8Uo-c6PfuMQ/videos
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Podcasts/Videos related to Malaysian Nature Society
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Introduction to Conservation Status: How 
likely a species is going to extinct?

Vulnerable, endangered, critically endangered..
What? Wildlife are categorised into different “levels” before officially 
extinct?
What is “conservation status”?
Why is it important?
For this MOJO assignment, I’ve invited 4 experts from different 
conservation sectors to share about the importance of conservation status 
and the stories behind. But before that, let’s watch this short video as an 
introductory to conservation status. 

The guests of the day are:

1. Wetland Programme Manager of Malaysian Nature Society, Co-chair of 
IUCN SSC [Firefly] Specialist Group
Mr. Wong Choong Hay (Sonny Wong)

2. Chairperson of Save Our Seahorses Malaysia, Southeast Asian Regional 
Focal Point of IUCN SSC [Seahorse, Pipefish & Seadragon] Specialist Group 
Dr. Adam Lim Chee Ooi 

3. Director of Forest Biodiversity Division, Forest Research Institution 
Malaysia, Member of IUCN SSC [Global Tree] Specialist Group
Dr. Lillian Chua Swee Lian

4. Senior Science Officer of Centre for Global Sustainability Studies, 
Universiti Sains Malaysia who assisted in the regional assessment of 
amphibians in Malaysia with IUCN SSC [Amphibian] Specialist Group
Mr. Mohd Abdul Muin Md Akil

Link: https://fb.watch/8lahjis5fZ/ 

https://fb.watch/8lahjis5fZ/
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Podcasts/Videos related to Malaysian Nature Society

INTERNATIONAL OTTER SURVIVAL FUND
WORLD OF OTTERS WEBINAR

Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y6wWGgZz_Tc&t=177s 
Date: 26th May 2021

Let's hear more about the MNS Otter Project from Mr. Woo Chee 
Yoong, MNS Wildlife Conservation Officer who delivered a talk 
during the IOSF World of Otters Webinar organized by the 
International Otter Survival Fund, founder of the World Otter Day. 

AWARENESS TO SAVE THEIR LIVES

L i n k : 
https://www.instagram.com/tv/CThgpwwpjgu/?utm_source=ig_web
_copy_link
Date: 7th September 2021
Time:9:00pm

Nature talk to raise funds for Taiping Zoo and nature conservation, 
with Malaysian Nature Society officer Habibun Najar.

Organised by Khidmat Ummah, Ijazah Sarjana Muda Kewangan Islam 
(Perbankan) dan Ijazah Sarjana Muda Perakaunan, Kolej Universiti 
Islam Antarabangsa Selangor.

29

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y6wWGgZz_Tc&t=177s
https://www.instagram.com/tv/CThgpwwpjgu/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
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JOHOR BRANCH
https://www.facebook.com/MalaysianNat
ureSocietyJohor/
Chair Abbott Chong Ching Hua  

abbott_chong@yahoo.com
Vice Chair Dr Sivapragash Periannan

sivadut@gmail.com
Secretary Belinda Wong Mei Lang

belinda1955@hotmail.com

KEDAH BRANCH
110 Japan Mawar 7, Taman Desa 
05050 Alor Setar Kedah

Chair Lt. Kol Husamuddin bin  Yaacob    
husaya@gmail.com

Vice Chair  Mohamad Yani Madewnus
madew75@gmail.com

Secretary   Phang Fatt Khow
fkphang@gmail.com

KELANTAN BRANCH
203, Jln Sultan Yahya Petra, 15150 Kota  
Bharu, Kelantan. 
Chair Nazahatul Anis Amaludin  

anisamaludin@gmail.com
Vice Chair Che Azman B Nawi

cheazman_Nawi@yahoo.com
Secretary   Wong Mei Lin

meklawa@gmail.com

LANGKAWI BRANCH
mnslangkawi@yahoogroups.com
Chair Dato’ Alexander Issac

alex@tropicalcharters.com.my
Vice Chair  Aminuddin Mohammd

aminkuat@hotmail.com
Secretary    Daisy Jeyarani A/P Samuel
                     daisy_samuel_2005@yahoo

NEGERI SEMBILAN/ MELAKA BRANCH

Chair

Secretary

Vuthy Taing  
vuthy55@yahoo.com

Vice Chair  Lim Ming Hui
limmel05@yahoo.com  
Lee Learn Ping
llping8@yahoo.com.sg

PAHANG BRANCH
mnsphg@yahoo.com.sg
Chair

Vice
Chair

Noor Jehan Bt Abu Bakar  
versed_anggerik@yahoo.com  
Bong Sze Wai  
helenbongsw@gmail.com

Secretary Chow Mee Foong
chowmeefoong@gmail.com

PENANG BRANCH
Nature Information Centre (NIC),  
673-B Jalan Kebun Bunga, 10350  
Penang. Tel: 013-4537992
Open Mon-Sat, 7.30am-11.30am (Call  
before visiting)  
mnspenang@yahoo.com
Chair Tan Choo Eng

chooengtan@yahoo.com
Vice Chair  Mohd Abdul Muin B Md Akil 

mamuin@gmail.com
Secretary   Beryl Nolan

nolanberyl@gmail.com

DIRECTORY
PERAK BRANCH
70 Jln Chan Chee Keong, Ipoh Garden  
South, 31400 Ipoh, Perak  
mnsperak@gmail.com
Blog: mnsperak@yahoogroups.com
Chair Leow Kon Fah  

leow_kingfisher@yahoo.com
Vice Chair Zaharil Dzulkafly

zaharil_tbp@hotmail.com
Secretary Georgia Tham Yim Fong

georgi8tham@yahoo.com

SABAH (KOTA KINABALU) BRANCH
Chair Anna Wong

annawg888@gmail.com
Vice Chair Jimmy Omar

jemyomar@gmail.com
Secretary   Lawrence Alan Anak Bansa

alanbez89@gmail.com

SARAWAK (KUCHING) BRANCH
mnskuching@gmail.com
Chair

Vice Chair

Secretary

Rose Au Nyat Jun  
anyatjun@yahoo.com  
Batrisyia Teepol
batrisyiatpl@gmail.com
Hilda Jelembai
hildajelembai.hj@gmail.com

SELANGOR BRANCH
Website: www.mnsselangorbranch.org
MNS Selangor Email: 
branch@mnsselangorbranch.org
Chair Pasupathy Jayaraj  

pasu.jayaraj@mnsselangorbran
ch.org

eelynn.wong@mnsselang
orbranch.org 

Secretary Grace Chin Haw Yiing
grace.chin@mnsselangor
branch.org

TERENGGANU BRANCH
Chair Wong Chee Ho  

cheeho04@yahoo.com
Vice Chair   Izwandy B Idris 
                     izwandy.idris@umt.edu.my
Secretary     James Tan Chun Hong

               chtan.james@gmail.com

SABAH (SANDAKAN) BRANCH
Chair Hatta B Yunus@Sawabi

hattasawabi@gmail.com
Vice-Chair Ooi Chin Hock

ooichinhock@gmail.com
Secretary Chong Ket Vui Dusun

dusun_chong@yahoo.com

SARAWAK (MIRI) BRANCH
mnsmiri@yahoo.com
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PENCINTA ALAM is a monthly newsletter made  
possible by dedicated volunteers and contributors  
from the Malaysian Nature Society. Accuracy is the  
contributor’s responsibility. The Editor reserves the  
right to edit for length and content.

The Malaysian Naturalist Facebook page is now available with current articles and  
other interesting news. Do like the page at this
link https://www.facebook.com/MalaysianNaturalist

Submissions: Articles including the author and photographers’ 
names (max.  800 words), advertisements, digital images (100 dpi & 
no larger than 640 x  480 pixels & separately from the article), etc. 
must reach the Editor by the 13th of each month (unless noted 
otherwise) via the following e-mail address: tapir2005@gmail.com.

Advertising rates:
Classifieds : RM5 per column inch  
Quarter page ad : RM30
Half page ad : RM60

Payments:
-All payments must be made to ‘Malaysian Nature Society Selangor Branch’.
-Please bank in cash or cheque to Maybank MBB account no 014150307352.
-After banking in, please scan the slip and e-mail it with your advertisement  
to tapir2005@gmail.com and berniechin118@yahoo.com.

Discount rate for ads paid in advance:
3 adverts paid in advance – 5% off published rate;  6 
adverts paid in advance – 10% off published rate;  9 
adverts paid in advance – 15% off published rate;  12 
adverts paid in advance – 20% off published rate.

Computer Recycling Collection Centre
The MNS Penang, Nature Information Centre (NIC) is a  
designated recycling collection centre for old computers  
and computer parts by the Penang City Council.
Please send your unwanted computers and parts to the  
NIC to be sent for recycling by DOE approved recycling  
establishment.
Contact Kanda at 013-4537992 for more information or  
check out Penang Branch web pages.

Editors for this issue: Khor Hui Min
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